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Introduction
The Welsh Government expects all public bodies in Wales to champion diversity and
inclusivity in their work and all Public Sector Boards to strive for greater diversity and
inclusion.
A Board composed of individuals with a variety of skills, perspectives and backgrounds
yields differing voices that can play an important role in accomplishing the organisation’s
mission and increasing understanding of different needs.
This case study was established as part of the Welsh Government’s commitment to
identifying and promoting good practice case studies of diverse and inclusive Public Sector
Boards in Wales. The case study relates to the Design Commission for Wales’ public
appointments process 2015-2016 and its outcome.
The Design Commission for Wales (DCFW)
The Design Commission for Wales (DCFW) was set up in 2002 by the Welsh Government.
The Commission is a small public body working throughout Wales to help shape our built
environment and make Wales a better place to live and work.
The DCFW promotes good design across sectors and communicates its benefits,
prioritising the design quality of the built environment and the importance of good design for
public good and to help make Wales a better place.
The Design Commission for Wales’ Board plays a key role in terms of advocating the work
of the Commission, effecting good governance, agreeing strategic direction, acting as
champions and advocates for the organisation, and enhancing its profile. DCFW is
committed to equality and has a commitment to increasing the number of underrepresented groups on its Board through the public appointments process.

Good practice in planning and engagement
At the start of the appointments process in 2015, the Board had seven members, including
the Chair. However, of these seven, and following the retirement of some members, only
one director was female. This process sought to appoint a new Chair and up to two new
members.
A collaborative, partnership approach between Welsh Government and DCFW was
established at the outset with a considered approach to designing an appointments
process which would be proactive in seeking to attract people from all walks of life and
encouraging female applicants for the advertised positions.
“The Commission is keen to broaden perspectives and enhance diversity at board level,
welcoming applications from all genders, ages, disabilities and ethnic minorities”
This public appointments process was seen as a real opportunity to identify and action
innovative ways to attract and encourage greater diversity onto the Board.
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Before active work on the appointments process began, the Sponsor Division and DCFW
agreed a timetable for each stage which took into account working arrangements, Board
meetings and leave commitments. Consideration was also given to media messages and
the timing of the official advertising period to avoid the summer holidays but also to ensure
continuity of Board governance.

Publicity and Media Strategy
Working in partnership, the Welsh Government and the Design Commission For Wales
devised and agreed a publicity and media strategy and timeline to raise awareness of the
board positions and stimulate interest and applications from under-represented groups.
This strategy included
Press Advertisement
A press advertisement was designed which stated that DCFW was seeking applicants for
the position of Chair / Board members. The messages contained in the advertisement
(Annex A) were clear.
The Design Commission for Wales is seeking individuals to join its Board, to add new
perspectives and complement current members
This process was not just about recruiting the same people - those who had Board member
experience - but it was reaching further, searching for different views and seeking to
diversify.
Whilst we do not require everyone who joins us to have previous Board experience or work
directly in the design professions, all of our Board members share a real interest and
passion for good design in the built environment
The advertisement highlighted the desire of both the DCFW and the Welsh Government to
broaden the experiences on the Board and set out what the position could offer to
candidates, including professional development and purposeful and rewarding work.
The press advertisement was designed to be short, focused and inviting. The social media
platforms of the Commission, the Welsh Government and press partners were coordinated
around a date and time for the launch of the advertisement. It was placed online and in
selected printed media, which included Wales Online and Golwg, at the start of the formal
recruitment process on 14 September 2015. The advertisement was also circulated to a
wide range of networks and associations.
This was considered the best way to attract applicants from non-professional backgrounds
who may otherwise not be aware of the positions.
Information for candidates
The standard ‘information for candidates’ document (Annex B) was reviewed and simplified
to use language which offered greater encouragement for a diverse range of applicants.
Terms such as “expertise” were removed and “interest in” substituted.
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The document contained supportive statements such as the following:
You will find a lot of information in this pack and we want to be sure you have everything
you need to make an application so remember that you will be supported by members of
the existing board and by a great staff team. You will also have the opportunity to meet and
spend time with us during the appointments process.
At the outset, it also set out the commitment to increasing diversity on the Board:
We particularly welcome and encourage applications from under-represented groups
including women, black minority ethnic, disabled people, LGB people or transgender people
who may be currently under-represented on the Board.
Awareness Raising
The strategy recognised the value of setting out the networks to reach out to. It used all
avenues available in the hope of reaching and encouraging the widest possible field to
apply. The use of Welsh Government and DCFW social media presence was used to raise
greater general awareness of the positions.
The wider networks and equalities platforms of both DCFW and Welsh Government were
also alerted and asked to carry the advertisement. This included women’s organisations
and a diverse range of equalities groups including Diverse Cymru, Disability Wales and the
Equality and Human Rights Commission. They were also asked to circulate to others with
an interest.
Groups with an obvious interest were also targeted such as the Royal Town Planning
Institute (RTPI), Royal Society of Architects in Wales (RSAW), the Royal Institute of
Chartered Surveyors (RICS), and Landscape Institute Wales.
Chwarae Teg were also notified and asked to promote the opportunity. DCFW is a
supporter of Chwarae Teg’s 50/50 by 2020 campaign which is working to encourage more
women into decision making positions by 2020.
Groups such as Young Planners and Young Designers and DCFW’s own HATCH multidisciplinary group were alerted so as to reach younger audiences who may not have
thought about applying or thought these positions would not be relevant to them.
Articles/Essay Pieces*
Opportunities were seized to highlight the appointments and discuss diversity issues
through the development of written articles/essay pieces which were published in the
Western Mail on 16 September and 23 September 2015. The first highlighted the
appointments available and the Commission’s desire to increase diversity on the Board
and, in particular, to address gender imbalance.
Carole-Anne Davies, Chief Executive of DCFW, said:
“This is a critical set of appointments for us, and it’s essential that we get it right.
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“We’ve lost two of the three women we were fortunate to have on the board due to the cycle
of appointments and, although we’re an all-female executive team, we need a more
balanced board, reflective of our ambition”
The article also described the work of the Commission in identifying the barriers to young
designers and their career paths. In response to this, DCFW has established the HATCH
network to create a voice for young practitioners from different disciplines, with the added
benefit of developing the pipeline for future public appointments.
The article stresses DCFW’s commitment to diversity:
“Good design affects the quality of everyone’s daily life….It is not the preserve of a certain
class, culture age or gender.
"What’s important to us is to find people with a passion for the built environment, for the
places where we live and in helping us move closer to our vision of a Wales which is simply
a better place.”
Carl Sargeant, Minister for Natural Resources, said:
“We need a greater diversity in public appointments to ensure that decisions being made
take account of different viewpoints and issues. As a Government we have given a
commitment to seek to address this and I welcome the work the DCFW is doing to increase
the diversity of their board”.
In the second piece, Carole-Anne Davies set out the need for greater diversity and, in
particular, for more women to be represented at Board level and to come to the forefront of
traditionally male arenas such as construction, architecture and civil engineering. The
article highlighted the “shocking” statistics on diversity in the construction industries where:
“The presence and visibility of women is just 16% out of those who work in the industry”
The article also described many good examples of cross disciplinary working although:
“not without exception the disciplines begin and too often stay well within their channels.
The lack of diversity of representation, alongside this single discipline approach risks a self
reflective industry that perpetuates a small talent pool and restricts growth”
The article challenges widespread recruitment practice where appointments are often made
to perpetuate existing inequalities.
“Appointing in our own image is not simply a recruitment issue that prevents us harnessing
the skills of a diverse workforce in a competitive age. It indicates industry self reflection and
a narrowness of networks, forged at an early stage”
The piece concludes with a statement about the appointments then being advertised for the
Chair and Board members:
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“At the very least our own appointments opportunity means we can get better at noticing.
We can better understand and address gaps, invite the wider perspectives we need to
check and illuminate established views; be better informed, more capable, and simply do
what we do, but better. There’s no downside to diversity”.
*Available at Annex C and D

DCFW Open events and Board Observation
Two welcoming and informative open days/evenings were arranged for potential applicants
to come along to the DCFW offices, meet the existing staff team and Board members and
find out more about the roles on offer. Refreshments were provided in a relaxed and
informal environment.
On 20 October 2015, candidates had an opportunity to observe a DCFW Board meeting.

Outcome
Once the application period had closed all of the applications received entered the formal
appointments process where each candidate was assessed on their individual merits in a
fair and equal manner.
The wide engagement approach taken for this exercise led to a high number and strong
field of applicants. In total, twenty-four applications for Board members were received. Of
these, eleven applications were from women, thirteen from men, one candidate identified
themselves as disabled and there was one application form from the minority ethnic
communities. Six candidates were invited to interview.
In order to inform future publicity activity, an analysis was carried out on where applicants
had heard about the appointment:
25% had heard about it from Welsh Government/Civil Service Jobs website
25% from 3rd party website
17% word of mouth
17% professional body
13% via the online advertisement
4% direct e-mail
Following interview, two women and one man were appointed to the Board.
Four applications were received for the Chair position. A female Chair was appointed.
Following this public appointments process, the DCFW Board now has a Board of three
female and four male Commissioners (plus one male co-opted member).
Those appointed are recognised as diversifying the make up and skillset of the Board as
well as increasing the geographical spread of members (one is from North Wales and a
Welsh speaker).
An added bonus of this wider, more inclusive engagement also saw a lower age profile of
applicants and appointees - another key aim of the Commission.
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For the Chair position, out of four applicants, two were in the 40-44 age range and one in
the 30-34 age range.
For Board Members, two out of three appointees are from the 30-34 and 35-39 age ranges
with eight applications from these two age groups in total.

Lessons to share
Three new Board Members, the new Chair, Chief Executive and representatives of the
sponsor division took part in a discussion about the recent DCFW appointments process on
11 April 2016.
Partnership, collaborative approach
From the outset, the Welsh Government and DCFW worked in partnership to deliver a more
diverse Board. The leadership shown by the Minister, the Chief Executive of DCFW and the
expert advice provided by Public Appointments Unit and the Sponsor Division in Welsh
Government were all felt to be mutually necessary to achieving this goal.
Differences were noted by the Chief Executive with their previous experience of the public
appointments process when all was handled by the Sponsor Division with little input from
DCFW. Their more recent experience was felt to be a more open and responsive process
utilising the different areas of expertise as appropriate.
A clear strategy
Addressing gender imbalance was established at the outset and was central to the design
and development of the publicity and media strategy. Clear steps were set out with timings
appropriate to the public appointments process.
The questioning approach of DCFW was highlighted throughout where questions were
posed such as - Do we have all the talent in the room? Where else can we target our
approach? What else can we do?
Commitment to diversity
The commitment by all to increasing diversity on the Board was felt to be crucial for various
reasons: the appointment of younger people bringing different perspectives and
experiences; people with different world views and different ways of thinking; and women
role models in a male dominated sector.
The importance of having the right mix of people on the Board was also stressed. This
process was not just about improving gender balance but having the right person who just
happened to be female. It was important to foster an approach where the women who were
appointed did not “pull up the ladder” behind them, where talent was encouraged to develop
and aspirations raised.
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Opportunities and links to well publicised schemes and organisations such as Chwarae Teg
and the Presiding Officer’s Women in Public Life mentoring scheme were also felt to be
useful in helping to addressing some of the barriers and highlighting potential appointees.
These were also seen as a source of support and learning. The DCFW Chief Executive is
an independent mentor and is aware of barriers to progress, particularly for young women
in the leadership sphere.
It was also felt that addressing gender imbalance needed to be challenged more widely,
across those traditionally male dominated sectors which could house the potential Board
members of the future. It was important to get those messages ‘out there’ in order to
increase diversity and develop women into more senior positions.
Overcoming challenges across these sectors was also seen as an opportunity to foster
inter-disciplinary working.
DCFW’s own HATCH network was highlighted as it aims to break down the barriers
between disciplines and:
“Raise awareness of the value of good, joined up design and planning, and the difference it
can make to individuals and communities”.
The network offers opportunities to:
“better get to know each other, the disciplines we work in and our design ambition”
Engagement
DCFW recognised that in order to attract a more diverse set of candidates, they had to be
explicit in their intention and proactive in identifying potential applicants. Building on this
knowledge, they made use of networks to promote the vacancies and targeted their
communication. The opportunity to meet with the Chief Executive and team, and to hear
more about the workings of the Board and expectations of a Board Member, was felt to be
of huge benefit. Open evenings meant people could gain a feel for the organisation as well
as the role of a Board member before deciding whether to apply.
These events also meant that prospective applicants felt encouraged to apply with the
understanding that this would still be subject to fair and open competition.
It was also noted that in the past there had not been the same opportunities to find out
more about the Board and the Commission.
Advertising Materials
This was felt to be a key issue in attracting different people to apply. DCFW and Welsh
Government worked in partnership to adapt the language contained in the advertisement
and person specification.
DCFW led the design of the materials. The values and culture of the organisation were
central to the design of the materials as the process sought to appoint people who not just
had necessary skills but could fit with the values of DCFW.
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The materials were seen as highly accessible, informative and engaging. The use of very
clear and simple English made them easy to read and understand.
It was felt these provided appropriate information and encouraged applications from people
who may not ordinarily have put themselves forward. The design itself was also felt to be of
huge importance as those applying would, in all likelihood, already work in the sectors and
would be attracted by them. The design was seen as selling the Commission and its values
well.
Flexibility
The process takes time and circumstances can change. By the time the appointments were
made, one candidate was celebrating a new pregnancy. She was fearful that she may not
be appointed as a result. This was relayed to the Sponsor Division and to DCFW who were
able to allay her fears and put support in place to ensure she would be able to participate
as a Board member. In her comments the candidate said she was:
“Absolutely flabbergasted to be shown this kind of support”
It was felt that this could be seen as trailblazing in terms of support for women in taking on
a role as a Board member. It was felt many women would not ordinarily put themselves
forward due to conventional barriers of perception around age, gender or pregnancy.
The public appointments process
The Chair and Chief Executive commented that successful appointees had managed the
public appointments application process well. It was felt that information and training could
be helpful for others to shape their applications and to improve their response to role
requirements. The advertisement had clearly listed what the Board was looking for and
successful candidates had married their applications to this well.
The introduction of open evenings and opportunities to learn more about their Board were
seen as key in encouraging different people to apply. However, it was felt timings can prove
difficult with this aspect as the appointments process is lengthy and can be set to tight
deadlines driven by patterns of Government recess periods etc. Although a clear publicity
strategy was in place for this appointments round, it was felt it could be helpful to give more
notice to prospective candidates, if possible, to ensure more people would be able to
attend. The need to plan as far in advance as possible was seen as a key learning point for
this appointments round.
Views on the interview process were mixed. For most, it had been a positive welcoming
experience, for others intimidating. Interviews took place at the Welsh Government office in
Cathays Park which added to the feeling of intimidation for one of the interviewees.
Concerns were raised by the Chair in terms of the interview questions which did not allow
for organic exploration of points raised as all candidates were asked the same questions.
The process was felt to be too restrictive and they would have liked to be able to probe and
explore answers differently. Fairness of treatment does not have to be negatively affected
by real, fluid discussion. The need to put the interviewee at ease and make the process as
pleasant as possible was stressed with the interview aiming to reflect the positive culture of
the Board.
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However, it was felt the process was fair but not necessarily fully adequate. These are
lessons which can be discussed for future public appointments rounds.

Conclusion
The time and resource dedicated to the planning and design of this public appointments
process, the partnership and collaborative approach and the strategy for publicising the
positions all contributed to a successful outcome.
DCFW recognises increasing diversity on their Board goes hand in hand with addressing
the diversity challenges in the sector. They are committed to challenging the established
norms and single discipline approaches which exist and to putting measures in place to
support the different sectors to work together to address these. Through the determined
publicity and media strategy for this exercise, DCFW and Welsh Government attracted
people who may not ordinarily have applied to the Board.
Time was afforded to think through the process to attract a wider field and the obvious
benefits of a collaborative partnership approach is recognised as necessary to promoting
the messages and encouraging a wide range of people to apply.
Creating a diverse Board takes time and commitment with the organisation focusing on
developing a culture that is respectful of diverse communities and the values diversity
brings.
Working in partnership with the Welsh Government, DCFW has shown a real commitment
to increasing diversity on their Board and challenging the longer term aims of addressing
gender imbalance across sectors. They remain committed to equalities and diversity and
their work in these areas continues.
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